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Abstract 
A periodic crystal is usually given in a Crystallographic Information File as a pair of a (primitive, conventional, or reduced) 
unit cell and a motif of atoms with fractional coordinates with respect to a cell basis. This traditional representation is 
highly ambiguous because the same crystal can be given by infinitely many pairs of a cell basis and a motif of atoms. 
Since crystal structures are determined in a rigid form, their most practical equivalence is rigid motion (a composition of 
translations and rotations) or isometry (including reflections), which maintain all inter-atomic distances. The most natural 
definition of a periodic crystal is not a single set of points given but an isometry class of infinitely many periodic point sets 
that are all equivalent to each other up to isometry. 
This new definition clarifies the key question “same or different” that remained unresolved [2] by classical tools such as 
the powder diffraction pattern (PXRD) and packing similarity (RMSD implemented by Mercury). Both similarities RMSD 
and 1-PXRD fail the triangle inequality [3], which should be satisfied by any well-defined metric. Figure 1 (left) shows that 
almost any tiny displacement (thermal vibration) of atoms discontinuously affects classical invariants based on symmetry 
groups or reduced (conventional) cells that can double in size. 
To reliably detect (near-)duplicates appearing in all experimental databases and paper mills [1], periodic crystals should 
be compared by their complete isometry invariants, which are crystal descriptors with no false negatives and no false 
positives. 
The first complete invariants of all periodic crystals are the isosets [4] whose key ingredients are local clusters of a radius 
alpha around motif points. Figure 1 (middle and right) shows how these clusters grow when the radius alpha is increasing. 
Isometry classes of all alpha-clusters are arranged into a hierarchical isotree showing their evolution for all alpha, see 
Figure 2. The isotree always stabilizes for any periodic point set and algorithmically detects an isometry in a time cubically 
depending on the size of a motif. 
A continuous metric on isosets was approximated with a factor of only 4 in 3-space [5]. These results were confirmed by 
200B+ pairwise comparisons of all 660K+ periodic crystals in the Cambridge Structural Database, which took a couple of 
days on a modest desktop [6] and detected five pairs of isometric duplicates where one atom is replaced by a different 
one, for example, Cd by Mn in HIFCAB vs JEPLIA.   
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Discontinuity of most invariants under vibration 

Isotree visualizing the complete invariant isoset 
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